Faith above all
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Writing about the Catholic Church’s darkest scandals, he still sees the light
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STELLAR CASE:

STELLAR CASE: Actors Starla Benford, left, Brandon J. Dirden and E. Faye Butler have meetings of the minds with their characters in "Trouble in Mind." (Mara Lavitt/Washington Post)

BY PETER MARKS

Black actors’ rights are center stage in well-acted production at Arena
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"White folks can’t stand unhappy Negroes, so laugh," the veteran black actress instructs the young black actor in "Trouble in Mind," Alice Childress’s wise and extraordinarily winning comedy-drama about American racial strife as it plays out in a New York rehearsal room, circa 1957.

The counsel of Wiletta Mayer, portrayed in Arena Stage’s wondrously effective production by E. Faye Butler, falls disconsolately on the ears of Brandon J. Dirden’s John Nevins, who’s been cast along with Wiletta in what sounds like a ghastly Southern play, "Chaos in Belle- ville." But while Butler dilutes the theme of putting on a grin of supplication for the slave’s white director, he’s not above as-
caping a part in a Broadway play that treats black characters in the most per-
trooping way. It is, after all, 1957.

Even if the tensions of "Trouble in Mind"...
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